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Abstract—Recent years have seen significant improvement in
absolute camera pose estimation, paving the way for pervasive
markerless Augmented Reality (AR). However, accurate absolute
pose estimation techniques are computation- and storage-heavy,
requiring computation offloading. As such, AR systems rely on
visual-inertial odometry (VIO) to track the device’s relative
pose between requests to the server. However, VIO suffers
from drift, requiring frequent absolute repositioning. This paper
introduces MobileARLoc, a new framework for on-device large-
scale markerless mobile AR that combines an absolute pose
regressor (APR) with a local VIO tracking system. Absolute pose
regressors (APRs) provide fast on-device pose estimation at the
cost of reduced accuracy. To address APR accuracy and reduce
VIO drift, MobileARLoc creates a feedback loop where VIO
pose estimations refine the APR predictions. The VIO system
identifies reliable predictions of APR, which are then used to
compensate for the VIO drift. We comprehensively evaluate
MobileARLoc through dataset simulations. MobileARLoc halves
the error compared to the underlying APR and achieves fast
(80 ms) on-device inference speed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Visual localization systems utilize the visual data captured
by a device’s camera to determine its 6 degrees of free-
dom (6DOF) absolute pose (translation and rotation) within
established world coordinates for a known scene. Accurate
visual positioning is essential for augmented reality (AR)
applications where content is anchored into the physical world
without markers, paving the way to pervasive AR.

Highly accurate localisation systems typically rely on 3D
structure-based methods [1]–[4] that detect and match visual
features in images against a 3D model of the environment.
However, these methods are often demanding in terms of
computation and storage [5]. Scaling up such methods to larger
environments thus requires offloading computations to distant
servers, adding latency and jitter [6], and raising significant
privacy concerns [7]. These constraints have led the industry
to adopt on-device localisation with strict access control on the
camera frames in home environments1. However, the compu-
tational cost of structure-based methods prevents their appli-
cation on-device at a larger scale. Absolute pose regressors
(APRs) are end-to-end machine learning models that estimate
the device pose using a single monocular image. They provide
fast on-device inference with minimal storage, even in large

*Both authors contributed equally to this research.
1https://developer.oculus.com/blog/mixed-reality-with-passthrough/

environments and over multiple scenes [8]. However, their low
accuracy and robustness have prevented their application to
large-scale mobile AR [9]. Although absolute localisation is a
significant challenge, most markerless AR applications track
the relative pose through visual-inertial odometry (VIO). VIO
systems calculate the displacement between camera frames
using visual and inertial data from sensors. As such, they tend
to display high accuracy in the short term, but they drift over
time [10]. APR and VIO present antagonistic features: APR
poses are noisy yet drift-free, while VIO is very accurate with
errors building up over time [11]. We believe that VIO’s high
accuracy could thus improve APR’s imprecision, while the
APR’s predictions could address VIO drift.

This paper introduces MobileARLoc, an on-device visual
localisation framework for large-scale mobile AR that com-
bines the complementary properties of VIO and APR. Accu-
rate APR predictions should be consistent with the relative
odometry estimates obtained from VIO. Otherwise, the APR
prediction should be considered unreliable. MobileARLoc
aligns the APR and VIO coordinate systems to identify reliable
APR poses and refine unreliable predictions. When several
consecutive APR poses are consistent with the VIO relative
output, they are considered accurate. MobileARLoc calculates
the average of reliable absolute predictions as the reference
pose and the rigid transformation between this reference pose
and the corresponding VIO poses to align the coordinate
systems. Following the alignment stage, MobileARLoc enters
the pose optimization stage. Each APR pose is compared to
the corresponding VIO pose. The APR prediction is output
directly if reliable. Otherwise, MobileARLoc outputs the VIO
pose converted into absolute world coordinates using rigid
transformation. We introduce a new similarity metric to detect
VIO drift. When drift is detected, MobileARLoc reenters the
alignment stage to select new reliable poses and calculate rigid
transformation.

We summarize our main contributions as follows:
1) We design an APR-agnostic framework, MobileAR-

Loc, for real-time on-device pose estimation. MobileAR-
Loc leverages VIO data to select reliable APR predic-
tions, refine unreliable predictions and compensate drift.

2) We implement and evaluate MobileARLoc over two
popular APR models, PoseNet (PN) [12] and MS-
Transformer (MS-T) [8]. MobileARLoc improves MS-
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T’s accuracy by up to 47% in translation and 66% in
rotation over the average of the three outdoor scenes.

3) We integrate MobileARLoc into a real-life mobile AR
application and evaluate its performance.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Absolute Pose Regression

Absolute Pose Regressors train deep neural networks to
regress the 6-DOF camera pose of a query image. The first
APR is PoseNet (PN) [12]. Since then, there have been several
improvements to APR, mainly related to the backbone archi-
tecture and loss functions [11], [13], [14]. MS-Transformer
(MS-T) [8] extends the single-scene paradigm of APR for
learning multiple scenes. MapNet+ [11] and DFNetdm [14]
finetune pre-trained network on unlabeled test data to improve
the accuracy. However, in-test-time finetuning neural networks
is time-consuming and unlabeled test-set data is difficult to
obtain in advance in real applications. Among these works,
MapNet [11] aims to minimize the loss of the per-image
absolute pose and the loss of the relative pose between image
pairs. However, formulating relative pose constraints as loss
terms during training shows limited accuracy improvement and
has been surpassed by state-of-the-art (SOTA) APRs like MS-
T [8]. Our framework improves accuracy at test time by using
the relative pose independently from the training strategy.
Compared to most modern approaches, MobileARLoc does
not rely on additional unlabeled test data.

B. Uncertainty estimation and Pose Optimization

APRs suffer from limited generalizability [9]. Uncertainty-
aware APRs aim to infer which images will likely result in
accurate pose estimation and identify the outliers. Several
prior works have explored uncertainty estimation during APR
training. Bayesian PoseNet [15] and AD-PoseNet [16] model
the uncertainty by measuring the variance of several inferences
of the same input data. CoordiNet [17] models heteroscedas-
tic uncertainty during training. Deng et al. [18] represent
uncertainty by predicting a mixture of multiple unimodal
distributions. Although these uncertainty-aware APRs provide
both pose predictions and uncertainty estimates, the accuracy
of predictions is much lower than other APRs [8], [13], [14].
Moreover, existing uncertainty estimation methods can be
time-consuming [15] and lack extensibility due to the need
for specific loss functions and training schemes [16]–[19].

Our framework enables greater flexibility compared to ex-
isting uncertainty-aware methods by being APR-agnostic, en-
abling the integration of most mainstream APRs. Our method
performs a rigid transformation of the VIO’s pose to optimize
unreliable APR poses directly, without iterative optimization.
It improves the accuracy of APRs with minimal overhead,
enabling reliable APR usage in mobile AR applications.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

A. Definition

Given a query image Ii in a known scene, APR R outputs
global translation x̂i and rotation q̂i in an established world

coordinate system for the scene, so that R(Ii) = p̂i =<
x̂i, q̂i > is the estimated camera pose for Ii. The Ground Truth
(GT) of Ii in the world coordinate system is pi =< xi,qi >.
The camera pose of Ii in VIO coordinate system is noted
pvioi =< xvio

i ,qvio
i >. The relative translation between two

consecutive images Ii and Ii+1 is characterized by

∆̂trans(i+ 1, i) = ||x̂i+1 − x̂i||2, (1)

∆vio
trans(i+ 1, i) = ||xvio

i+1 − xvio
i ||2, (2)

∆trans(i+ 1, i) = ||xi+1 − xi||2. (3)

Similarly, we get relative rotation between Ii
and Ii+1 in degree, q−1 denotes the conjugate
of q, and we assume all quaternions are nor-
malized: ∆̂rot(i + 1, i) = 2 arccos |q̂−1

i+1q̂i| 180π ,
∆vio

rot(i + 1, i) = 2 arccos |qvio−1
i+1 qvio

i | 180π and
∆rot(i+ 1, i) = 2 arccos |q−1

i+1qi| 180π .
ûi,i+1 =< ∆̂trans(i, i+1), ∆̂rot(i, i+1) > is the odometry

of Ii and Ii+1 from predicted poses of APR. uvio
i,i+1 =<

∆vio
trans(i, i + 1),∆vio

rot(i, i + 1) > is the odometry of Ii and
Ii+1 from the VIO system. Similarly, ui,i+1 =< ∆trans(i, i+
1),∆rot(i, i + 1) > is the GT odometry of Ii and Ii+1. We
then define the Relative Position Error (RPE) and the Relative
Orientation Error (ROE) for the VIO and the APR as follows:

RPE<vio,GT>
i,i+1 = |∆trans(i+ 1, i)−∆vio

trans(i+ 1, i)| (4)

ROE<vio,GT>
i,i+1 = |∆rot(i+ 1, i)−∆vio

rot(i+ 1, i)| (5)

RPE<apr,vio>
i,i+1 = |∆̂trans(i+ 1, i)−∆vio

trans(i+ 1, i)| (6)

ROE<apr,vio>
i,i+1 = |∆̂rot(i+ 1, i)−∆vio

rot(i+ 1, i)| (7)

B. Detecting reliable pose estimations using VIO

Modern VIO systems have low drift at a small temporal
scale, and uvio

i,i+1 tends to be very close to the GT odometry,
ui,i+1. We can assume RPE<vio,GT>

i,i+1 and ROE<vio,GT>
i,i+1 are

almost 0. We model the uncertainty of the APR output,
p̂i+1, with uvio

i,i+1, taking advantage of this property. If the
RPE<apr,vio>

i,i+1 and ROE<apr,vio>
i,i+1 of multiple consecutive im-

ages are very small, we consider these predictions are accurate.
We define a distance threshold dth for RPE<apr,vio> and

an orientation threshold oth for ROE<apr,vio>. An estimated
APR pose is considered accurate if the error close to GT within
dth

2 and oth
2 . Given two consecutive query images Ii, Ii+1,

1) Estimated poses of Ii and Ii+1 are accurate, then
RPE<apr,vio>

i,i+1 and ROE<apr,vio>
i,i+1 are lower than dth and

oth, respectively.
2) One of the estimated pose for Ii and Ii+1 is not accurate,

then either RPE<apr,vio>
i,i+1 should be larger than dth or

ROE<apr,vio>
i,i+1 should be larger than oth.
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Fig. 1. MobileARLoc framework in a mobile AR system.

3) Both estimated poses of Ii and Ii+1 are inaccurate.
However, RPE<apr,vio>

i,i+1 remains lower than dth and
ROE<apr,vio>

i,i+1 lower than oth.
4) Both estimated poses of Ii and Ii+1 are inaccurate, and

either RPE<apr,vio>
i,i+1 is larger than dth or ROE<apr,vio>

i,i+1

is larger than oth.
When either RPE<apr,vio>

i,i+1 or ROE<apr,vio>
i,i+1 is larger than

its respective threshold (case (2) and (4)), the pose is flagged
as inaccurate and can thus be filtered out. Similarly, in case
(1), the two poses are identified as accurate. In case (3), two
inaccurate poses are identified as accurate. Our method uses a
probabilistic approach to reducing such false positives. APR
error tends to be random with a large variance. As such,
two consecutive images presenting a large APR error while
being close to each other in the same direction as the VIO
is a rare occurrence. By comparing more pairs of images,
we further reduce the probability of false positive, filtering
out the most unreliable predictions. We then obtain the rigid
transformation between the VIO coordinate system and the
world coordinate system by using the reliable predicted poses
and VIO poses. To ensure the rigid transform relationship’s
reliability, we calculate the average pose of selected predicted
poses as reference pose. The rotation and translation of the
coordinate system of VIO and the world coordinate system
change over time due to the VIO drift. Therefore, we only
need to update the reliable poses occasionally and optimize the
predicted pose by calculating the new rotation and translation.

C. MobileARLoc framework

Based on the above subsections, we present MobileARLoc,
a new APR-agnostic framework that combines the outputs of
APRs and information from smartphones’ VIO systems to
improve pose prediction accuracy. The framework keeps the
most reliable prediction poses with the help of VIO, identifies
unreliable poses, and optimizes them based on reliable poses.
MobileARLoc combines the distinctive features of APR pre-
dictions, which are locally noisy but drift-free, with mobile
VIO systems, which are locally smooth but tend to drift, as
shown by [11]. This framework consists of two alternating
looping stages: Alignment and Pose optimization, as shown
in Figure 1. The Alignment stage identifies multiple reliable
poses to calculate the reference pose. The Pose Optimization
stage optimizes unreliable poses based on this reference pose
and the VIO poses. MobileARLoc adaptively goes back to the
Alignment phase to recalculate the reference pose and thus
negate the effect of VIO drift.

Alignment stage checks the odometry of consecutive N+1
images. We consider Ij to be the first image to enter the align-
ment stage. When all N consecutive pairs of images satisfy the
requirement that RPE<apr,vio> ≤ dth and ROE<apr,vio> ≤
oth, predictions {p̂i}j+N+1

i=j of these N+1 consecutive images
from Ij to Ij+N+1 can considered as accurate predictions.
dth and oth are the relative pose checker’s distance and
orientation threshold to filter the inaccurate estimated poses.
If the difference between ûi,i+1 and uvio

i,i+1 is less than dth
and oth simultaneously, poses p̂i and p̂i+1 become candidate
reliable predictions (RPs). If the difference between ûi,i+1

and uvio
i,i+1 is larger than dth or oth, we assume p̂i is inac-

curate and discard all previous candidate RPs. Upon getting
N + 1 candidate RPs, We perform geometric averaging from
these RPs using Weiszfeld’s algorithm. and [20] to obtain
a reference pose P̄ apr since we assume the pose error of
APR is normally distributed in space. We perform the same
geometric averaging from corresponding VIO poses to get the
reference pose P̄ vio in the VIO system. Once P̄ apr and P̄ vio

are obtained, MobileARLoc moves to the Pose Optimization
stage.

In Pose Optimization stage, the framework checks the
current predicted pose against the previous pose as follows. For
the subsequent predicted poses {p̂i}i=j+N+2 and correspond-
ing VIO poses {pvioi }i=j+N+2, we get the odometry ûi−1,i of
p̂i−1 and p̂i in APR coordinates and odometry ûvio

i−1,i of pvioi−1

and pvioi in VIO coordinates respectively. If RPE<apr,vio>
i−1,i ≤

dth and ROE<apr,vio>
i−1,i ≤ oth is satisfied, the APR output for

this image is considered reliable as the difference of odometry
between APR and VIO is small. The pose is considered
reliable and can be output directly. Otherwise, the pose is
optimized by OptimizePose(pvio, P̄ apr, P̄ vio). We calculate
the rigid transformation between VIO coordinates and world
coordinates using P̄ apr and P̄ vio. Then we transform pvio to
world coordinates as pv2w and replace the unreliable pose.

We call the N + 1 consecutive predictions in Align-
ment stage for calculating the average reference pose
and predictions pass the relative pose threshold in Pose
Optimization stage as reliable predictions (RPs). To com-
pensate for VIO drift, we detect the drift and make the
system loop back to the Alignment stage adaptively: for each
RP in Pose Optimization stage, we calculate the similarity
between the p̂ =< x̂, q̂ > and pv2w =< xv2w,qv2w > from
OptimizePose(pvio, P̄ apr, P̄ vio):

S(p̂, pv2w) =
( x̂·xv2w

||x̂||2·||xv2w||2 + | q̂·qv2w

||q̂||2·||qv2w||2 |)
2

(8)

where −0.5 < S(p̂, pv2w) < 1. We use similarity here to
balance the difference of translation and rotation because they
have different units. If consecutive N reliable predictions have
S(p̂, pv2w) ≤ γ, it indicates drift happens and the system loops
back to the Alignment since pv2w should be very close to RPs.
The local tracking of VIO system is used between the last
pose in Pose Optimization stage until new RPs are found in
the Alignment stage and new reference poses are updated.



TABLE I
DATASET DETAILS AND STATISTICS FOR HLOC (IMAGE RETRIEVAL WITH

TOP-20 RECALL), PN, AND MS-T.

Scenes Dataset quantity Spatial Storage (MB) Runtime ( ms)
Train Test Extent (m) HLoc PN MS-T HLoc PN MS-T

Square 2058 1023 40×25 6500 85 71 4965 4 15
Outdoor Church 1643 853 50×40 6600 85 71 6659 4 15

Bar 1834 838 55× 35 6600 85 71 6230 4 15
Stairs 873 222 5.5 × 4.5 × 6 1500 85 71 2263 4 15

Indoor Office 1479 635 7.5 × 4 2300 85 71 5722 4 15
Atrium 1694 441 30 × 50 5100 85 71 4500 4 15

IV. DATASET

We collect a dataset of image and VIO data using iPhone
14 Pro Max, the flagship ARKit 6 phone at the time. The
resolution of all images is 1920 × 1440. All images are fed
into an SfM framework using COLMAP [21] to get the GT.
We compare the GT with the pose labels of VIO. Our dataset
highlights the low drift of current mobile VIO solutions, such
as ARKit, supporting our assumption that VIO system can
reinforce absolute pose estimation. Table I provides summary
statistics, as well as the storage requirements and runtime per
request for HLoc, PN, and MS-T. (see Section VI-A).

V. IMPLEMENTATION

A. Desktop Implementation

There are four hyperparameters. dth and oth are the relative
pose checker’s distance and orientation thresholds to filter in-
accurate pose estimations. If among N+1 consecutive images,
N image pairs pass the relative pose checker, we consider
these pose estimations to be accurate. We set γ = 0.99,
dth = 0.4m and oth = 4◦ over all datasets. We set N = 2,
with one frame processed per second for the AR application
and all the experiments in this paper. We implement our
framework over two APR models:
PN. PoseNet (PN) is the baseline method. Since there is no
open source code for PoseNet [12], we follow [11], [13] and
use ResNet34 [22] as the backbone network.
MS-T. MS-Transformer [8] (MS-T) extends the single-scene
paradigm of APR to learning multiple scenes in parallel and
is one of the most recent APRs with official opensource code.
Therefore, we trained one MS-T for all outdoor scenes and
one MS-T for all indoor scenes using the official code2.

We note APR methods integrated into our MobileARLoc
framework as APRvio. During training, all input images are
resized to 256 × 256 and then randomly cropped to 224 ×
224. For both PN and MS-T, we set an initial learning rate of
λ = 10−4. All experiments for evaluation in Section VII are
performed on an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 3090 GPU.

B. Application Implementation

We implement MobileARLoc as a mobile AR app using
Unity and ARKit to run on an iPhone 14 Pro Max. We convert
the pre-trained PN to ONNX format and incorporated it into

2https://github.com/yolish/multi-scene-pose-transformer

a Unity application. We use OpenCVforUnity3 for processing
query images and use Barracuda transferring resized images
to tensor as the input of the network.

VI. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

A. Desktop Implementation

As mentioned in Section I, structure-based methods tend to
require significant resources that are not available on mobile
devices. Table I shows the performance of HLoc [2] pipelines4

prevents one-device camera relocalisation. In MobileARLoc,
the APR only requires storing neural network weights. The
memory requirement of the APR thus remains constant, be-
tween 71 and 85 MB depending on the backbone model.
Meanwhile, HLoc pipelines require 1) a pre-built 3D model;
2) an image database; 3) a local descriptor database; and 4) the
models for image retrieval and feature extraction. The memory
represents between 1.5 and 6.6 GB per scene. APRs only
require a single forward pass for each query image, leading to
a runtime between 4 and 15 ms. In contrast, HLoc pipelines
take up to 6.7 s on larger scenes.

B. Mobile Implementation

We assess the performance of our framework on an iPhone
14 Pro Max device on the setup described in Section V-B.
We measure each parameter over 200 samples. The average
processing time per image is 37 ms while the average time for
PN to infer an image is 39.5 ms. Under current ARKit’s imple-
mentation, VIO runs in a parallel loop every frame. Therefore,
our pipeline can perform absolute camera localization on a
mobile device in less than 80 ms. The ResNet34-based PN
requires only 85 MB for weight storage.

VII. DATASET EVALUATION

We evaluate our framework on the datasets described in Sec-
tion IV and Section V-A. Due to the disparity in computational
scale between our approach and structure-based methods like
HLoc (refer to Table I), we do not present results for HLoc.

We evaluate the performance of APR and our framework
through two primary metrics. We consider the mean and
median APE and AOE in Tables II as shown in Equation
(9) and Equation (10) for all test frames. We also evaluate
the percentage of test images with pose predicted with high
(0.25m, 2◦), medium (0.5m, 5◦), and low (5m, 10◦) accuracy
levels proposed by [23] in Table III. The higher the percentage
of each accuracy level, the better the performance.

APE<apr,GT> = ||x̂i − xi||2 (9)

AOE<apr,GT> = 2arccos |q−1
i q̂i|

180

π
(10)

3https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/integration/
opencv-for-unity-21088

4https://github.com/cvg/Hierarchical-Localization



TABLE II
MEAN AND MEDIAN ABSOLUTE TRANSLATION/ROTATION ERRORS IN

m/◦ . THE RATIO OF RPS AND OPT. POSES ARE PROVIDED IN TABLE III.

Only RPs Mean Only RPs Median
Outdoor PN PNvio(ours) MS-T MS-Tvio(ours) PN PNvio(ours) MS-T MS-Tvio(ours)
Square 2.1/7.07 1.17/3.57 2.50/4.14 1.64/2.46 1.11/3.61 0.76/3.04 1.5/2.14 0.81/1.78
Church 1.53/8.04 0.82/4.0 1.91/11.9 0.65/3.0 0.73/3.97 0.59/3.0 0.71/3.08 0.49/2.01
Bar 1.44/4.03 0.78/2.89 1.65/2.82 0.86/1.97 0.66/2.82 0.52/2.38 0.69/1.65 0.52/1.47
average 1.69/6.38 0.92/3.49 2.02/6.29 1.05/2.48 0.83/3.47 0.62/2.81 0.97/2.29 0.61/1.75

Only Opt. Mean Only Opt. Median
Square 2.8/10.5 1.4/2.14 3.25/5.54 1.27/2.12 1.45/4.38 0.98/2.16 2.22/2.44 1.04/1.89
Church 2.07/11.2 1.08/1.98 2.85/18.6 1.1/1.86 0.93/5.04 0.89/1.87 1.13/4.74 0.93/1.70
Bar 2.18/5.35 1.07/2.12 2.42/3.74 0.96/1.56 0.94/3.55 0.86/2.18 0.99/1.75 0.86/1.35
average 2.35/9.02 1.18/2.08 2.84/9.29 1.1/1.85 1.11/4.32 0.91/2.07 1.45/2.98 0.94/1.65

RPs + Opt. Mean RPs+ Opt. Median
Square 2.1/7.07 1.3/2.8 2.49/4.14 1.44/2.27 1.11/3.61 0.84/2.36 1.5/2.14 0.96/1.87
Church 1.53/8.04 0.96/2.88 1.9/11.9 0.9/2.34 0.73/3.97 0.74/2.13 0.71/3.08 0.73/1.79
Bar 1.44/4.03 0.92/2.53 1.65/2.82 0.91/1.78 0.66/2.82 0.69/2.26 0.69/1.65 0.7/1.44
average 1.69/6.38 1.06/2.74 2.02/6.29 1.08/2.13 0.83/3.47 0.76/2.25 0.97/2.29 0.8/1.7

Only RPs Mean Only RPs Median
Indoor PN PNvio(ours) MS-T MS-Tvio(ours) PN PNvio(ours) MS-T MS-Tvio(ours)
Stairs 0.35/7.51 0.27/5.25 0.26/6.8 0.22/4.56 0.27/4.89 0.25/4.88 0.18/4.33 0.16/3.6
Office 0.55/11.7 0.45/7.3 0.48/13.3 0.40/7.36 0.36/6.21 0.32/5.55 0.35/4.66 0.30/4.11
Atrium 2.71/10.2 1.79/6.14 3.66/9.08 1.95/5.03 1.78/5.54 1.2/4.3 2.0/3.98 1.35/3.23
average 1.2/9.8 0.84/6.23 1.47/9.73 0.86/5.65 0.80/5.55 0.59/4.91 0.84/4.32 0.6/3.65

Only Opt. Mean Only Opt. Median
Stairs 0.50/11.76 0.21/4.88 0.32/11.9 0.19/3.5 0.40/4.98 0.20/4.96 0.25/7 0.13/3.74
Office 0.9/25.2 0.51/6.49 0.8/31.3 0.33/4.27 0.79/12.2 0.36/6.1 0.6/12.8 0.21/3.34
Atrium 3.13/13.2 2.26/12.9 4.6/13.5 1.2/1.95 2.53/7.3 2.09/4.9 2.6/6 1.16/1.6
average 1.51/16.73 0.99/8.09 1.91/18.9 0.57/3.24 1.24/8.16 0.88/5.32 1.15/8.6 0.5/2.89

RPs + Opt. Mean RPs+ Opt. Median
Stairs 0.35/7.51 0.27/5.25 0.26/6.8 0.22/4.56 0.27/4.89 0.22/4.90 0.18/4.33 0.15/3.68
Office 0.55/11.7 0.47/7.13 0.48/13.3 0.39/6.89 0.36/6.21 0.34/5.8 0.35/4.66 0.28/4.0
Atrium 2.71/10.2 1.99/9.0 3.66/9.08 1.59/3.52 1.78/5.54 1.57/4.81 2.0/3.98 1.21/2.61
average 1.2/9.8 0.91/7.13 1.47/9.73 0.73/4.99 0.80/5.55 0.71/5.17 0.84/4.32 0.55/3.43

(a) PN and PNvio (b) MS-T and MS-Tvio

Fig. 2. Pose predictions for APR (left) and APRvio (right) for one test
sequence in the Square scene. Using MobileARLoc significantly decreases
the number of predictions with large error as well as the noisiness of pose
estimation error compared to APR alone.
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Fig. 3. Pose error distribution for Church scene. Using MobileARLoc
significantly decreases the number of predictions with large error.

A. Results

Reliable predictions: For outdoor scenes, Table III demon-
strates that selecting RPs comprising 41.8% to 51.3% of total
PN predictions and 41.6% to 51% of total MS-T predictions
significantly increases the percentage of each accuracy level.
Consequently, pose estimates below the low accuracy thresh-
old (5m, 10◦) are greatly reduced in all three outdoor scenes.
Moreover, RPs selected by PNvio and MS-Tvio exhibit higher
mean and median accuracy across all predictions compared to
PN and MS-T (Table II). The mean accuracy improvement
surpasses the median accuracy improvement. In the three

outdoor scenes, PNvio-preserved RPs reduce mean translation
error by 44% to 46% and median translation error up to
33%. Mean rotation accuracy improves by 28% to 50%,
while median rotation accuracy improves up to 22%. MS-
Tvio-preserved RPs reduce mean translation error by 34% to
66% and median translation error by 11% to 32%. Mean
rotation accuracy improves by 30% to 75%, and median
rotation error improves by 11% to 35%. The improvement
for indoor scenes follows a similar pattern. Table III shows
that the percentage of each accuracy level is greatly increased
by selecting the RPs that amount for 48.5% to 76.2% of the
total PN pose estimations and 46.3% to 78.7% of the total
MS-T pose estimations. APE<apr,GT> and AOE<apr,GT> are
greatly reduced as shown in Table II. These outcomes indicate
that a significant portion of predictions with large errors
contribute to the lower accuracy. Our framework effectively
identifies RPs using VIO.
Optimized Poses: Tables II and III provide confirmation that a
portion of the pose estimates that fail the relative pose checker
in the pose optimization stage exhibit larger errors compared to
the median and mean pose errors of all predictions. The differ-
ence in accuracy is even more pronounced when compared to
the selected RPs. These unreliable poses significantly impact
overall accuracy. For outdoor scenes, PNvio improves mean
translation accuracy by 48% to 51% and median translation
accuracy by up to 32%. It also enhances mean rotation
accuracy by 60% to 82% and median rotation accuracy by
39% to 63%. Similarly, MS-Tvio improves mean translation
accuracy by 60% to 61% and median translation accuracy
by 13% to 53%. It also enhances mean rotation accuracy by
58% to 90% and median rotation accuracy by 23% to 64%.
Pose estimates below the low accuracy level are significantly
reduced for both PNvio and MS-Tvio. In the Church and Bar
scenes, no optimized pose estimates of MS-Tvio exceed 5
meters and 10 degrees. For indoor scenes, 20.2% and 36.7%
of PN pose estimates and 14.2% to 44.7% of the MS-T pose
estimates that do not pass the relative pose threshold in the
pose optimization stage have larger error compared with the
median and mean pose error of all predictions. The optimized
accuracy has experienced a substantial improvement.
Total results: As shown in Table III, less than 10 percent of
the predictions in test set are filtered out as unreliable pre-
dictions in alignment stage except for atrium. MobileARLoc
effectively optimizes unreliable predictions in pose optimiza-
tion stage, which leads to a much higher mean accuracy than
original APRs on both translation and rotation for all three
scenes. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show MobileARLoc improves
accuracy by reducing the incidence of outliers with large error
and the noisiness of APR predictions.

B. Analysis

Table III show that PN and MS-T have predictions that are
very inaccurate with large errors more than 5 meters and 10
degrees in both outdoor and indoor scenes. By calculating the
reference pose with RPs identified by VIO system, unreliable
predictions are optimized, resulting in significant improve-



TABLE III
PERCENTAGE (%) OF RPS, OPTIMIZED POSES AND TOTAL POSES

PREDICTED WITH HIGH (0.25M, 2◦), MEDIUM (0.5M, 5◦), AND LOW (5M,
10◦) ACCURACY [23] (HIGHER IS BETTER). THE VALUE IN PARENTHESES
REPRESENTS THE RATIO (%) OF RPS, OPT. POSES, AND RPS + OPT. POSES

IN THE TEST SET.

Only Reliable Predictions
Dataset Scenes PN PNvio(ours) MS-T MS-Tvio(ours)

Square 3.2/18.4/87 5.6/27.2/96.4 (41.8) 2.9/17.9/81.1 3.8/26.9/91.9 (43.2)
Outdoor Church 2.2/21.9/82.1 3.8/33.4/93.0 (43.5) 6.9/29.7/79.0 12.4/48.7/96.1 (41.6)

Bar 4.1/31.7/89.5 6/43/96.7 (51.3) 8.5/34.6/90.8 12.2/46.4/97.4 (51)
Only Optimization

Square 1.8/13.7/79 (49.9) 4.1/20.8/94.3 (49.9) 2/10.1/72 (53.1) 1.5/12.7/97.8(53.1)
Outdoor Church 1.1/12.7/73.6 (55.6) 3.6/21.9/97.5 (55.6) 3.1/15.3/66.3 (57.4) 1.8/15.7/100 (57.4)

Bar 1.8/19.5/81 (45.9) 3.1/16.8/100 (45.9) 4.8/23.0/85.3 (44.6) 4/15.8/100 (44.6)
Reliable Predictions + Optimization

Square 3.2/18.4/87.0 4.8/23.7/95.3 (91.7) 2.9/17.9/81.1 2.5/19.1/95.1 (96.3)
Outdoor Church 2.2/21.9/82.1 3.7/27.0/95.5 (99.1) 6.9/29.7/79.0 6.3/29.6/98.3 (97)

Bar 4.1/31.7/89.5 4.7/30.7/98.3 (97.2) 8.5/34.6/90.8 8.4/32.1/98.6 (92)
Only Reliable Predictions

Dataset Scenes PN PNvio(ours) MS-T MS-Tvio(ours)
Stairs 5.4/48.2/87.4 7.7/51.4/93.7 (64) 18.5/58.1/86.9 22.9/69.3/94.1 (68.9)

Indoor Office 3.8/31.0/72.8 4.3/36/80.8 (76.2) 7.1/46.0/80 8.8/54.7/90.2 (78.7)
Atrium 0/5.4/71 0/8.4/86 (48.5) 0.4/7.3/66.7 1/13.7/88.7 (46.3)

Only Optimization
Stairs 1.3/42.9/75.3 (36.7) 0/53.2/100 (36.7) 9.1/34.8/71.2 (29.7) 34.8/69.7/100 (29.7)

Indoor Office 1.6/14.8/46.9 (20.2) 9.4/18/89.8 (20.2) 1.1/15.6/41.1 (14.2) 23.3/51.1/94.4 (14.2)
Atrium 0/2.5/64.6 (35.8) 0/5.1/75.3 (35.8) 0/1.5/46.7 (44.7) 0.5/4.1/100 (44.7)

Reliable Predictions + Optimization
Stairs 5.4/48.2/87.4 5/52.1/95.9 (90.7) 18.5/58.1/86.9 26.5/69.4/95.9 (98.6)

Indoor Office 3.8/31.0/72.8 5.4/32.2/82.7 (96.4) 7.1/46.0/80 11/54.1/90.8 (92.9)
Atrium 0/5.4/71.0 0/6.9/81.5 (84.3) 0/7.3/66.7 0.7/9/94.3 (91)

ment. Outdoor, our framework improves the accuracy of MS-T
by 47% on mean translation error and 66% on mean rotation
error over all scenes average. Indoor, it improves the accuracy
of MS-T by 50% on mean translation error and 49% on mean
rotation error on all scenes average. Compared to the median
accuracy, our method provides a greater improvement in mean
accuracy. This is because the accuracy of our optimization
depends on the accuracy of the reference pose, which is
basically about the same error as the median accuracy. Outdoor
datasets yield better results due to the lower accuracy of
the APR in indoor scenes. This leads to misclassification of
inaccurate poses during alignment (case (3) in Section III-B),
making the calculation of the reference pose challenging and
introducing further inaccuracies during pose optimization.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces MobileARLoc, a framework that
combines an APR with a local VIO tracking system to improve
the accuracy and stability of localization for markerless mobile
AR. The VIO evaluates and optimizes the APR’s accuracy
while the APR corrects VIO drift, resulting in improved
positioning. We evaluate MobileARLoc through dataset sim-
ulations. MobileARLoc improves the position accuracy by up
to 50% and rotation by up to 66% for different APRs. The
mobile app can perform pose estimation in less than 80 ms
with minimal storage and energy consumption. Due to its low
system footprint, high accuracy, and robustness, MobileARLoc
enables pervasive markerless mobile AR at a large scale.
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